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- Dragon Force Training Strategy Menu List
1. IST = Individual Skill Training [DRAGON SPUR REQUIREMENT]

This training supports the Dragon Force Battle Focus and is linked to the successful accomplishment of
crew, platoon and company and Task Force tasks. The Task, Conditions and Standard for each task is listed in
appropriate field manuals. Platoon leaders and Platoon Sergeants Will train their platoons so that each
assigned soldier masters the eight tasks shown below. lsGTs will certify the accomplishment of each task.
POC for task list development and standards is the BN CSM. The list of individual tasks to be trained are
shown below:

- Send a SPOTREP
- Plop and Drop clear a mineeld
- Employ Plugger
- Read a map and understand graphics
— React to NBC Attack
- Operate SINCGARS radio
- Zero/Boresight Weapon
- Zero/Boresight MILES

2. Ldr Test = Leader Test [DRAGON SPUR REQUIREMENT]
The leader test is a multiple choice tactics examination for all Dragon Force Platoon Leaders and Platoon

Sergeants. The test consists of 100 questions taken from FM 17-15, FM 71-123, the Dragon Force Playbook and
FSKM 17—17 (Fort Knox Combined Arms Task Force SOP). POC: S3

3. Maint Cert = Maintenance Certification [DRAGON SPUR REQUIREMENT]
The Maintenance Certification is a hands on inspection by the BMT and a select group of mechanics and

master gunners to test the maintenance knowledge and readiness of the platoons combat vehicles and
equipment. POC for maintenance tasks and standards is the BMO.

4. SNGR Cert = SINCGARS Certification. [DRAGON SPUR REQUIREMENT]
The SINCGARS Certification is a hands-on test by the SIGO and a select group of communications

specialists to test the operators knowledge and readiness to employ the SINCGARS radio. POC for tasks and
standards for the certification is the SIGO.



5. UCOFT = Unit of Conduct Fire Trainer. [DRAGON SPUR REQUIREMENT]
UCOFT is a very important part of the Dragon Force Training Strategy. Reticle Aim 201 is the required

standard for all non-qualified tank commander—gunner teams. Reticle aim 301 is required for all qualied
tank commander - gunner teams. POC for ensuring that crews rain to these standards are tank Company
Commanders.

6. TSFO = Training Set Forward Observer [DRAGON SPUR REQUIREMENT]-
The TSFO is a training opportunity for Dragon Force Leaders to sharpen their call for fire skills. Every

platoon leader and platoon sergeant will complete a TSFO certication. POC for tasks, standards and
scheduling for the TSFO certication is the Bn FSO. '5;
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7. CT = Crew Training
This training supports the Dragon Force Battle Focus and is linked to the successful accomplishment of

crew, platoon and company and Task Force tasks. The Task, Conditions and Standard for each task is listed in
appropriate field manuals. Platoon leaders and Platoon Sergeants will train their platoons so that each
assigned soldier masters the four tasks shown below. Company Commanders will certify the accomplishment
of each task. The list of crew tasks to be trained are shown below:

- Engage with Direct Fire
- Occupy a Firing Position
- Breech a Mine and Wire Obstacle
- Prepare for Combat Inspection

8. LTD = Leader's Tactical Discussions
Leaders Tactical discussions are an effective means to conduct the "crawl" stage of the development of a

collective tactical ability. Tactical discussions are also useful to develop individual staff officer skills. The goal
of these discussions is to develop a common understanding of doctrine and a specific military language. A
typical tactical discussion consists of a rigorous study of a tactical technique, plan or historical engagement,
followed by a thorough tactical analysis. Tactical discussions are particularly useful in teaching the TACSOP
and TF Playbook actions. During the tactical discussion the participants discuss the technique, plan or
historical engagement and analyze the orders, actions, timings and counteractions. The officers would then
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tear the historical events apart, piece by piece, to determine what actually happened and why. Through this



rigorous intellectual exploration participants gain a common insight into the theory, language and practice of
operations in combat.

9. En Doc = Enemy Doctrine [DRAGON SPUR REQUIREMENT]
Understanding the enemy is fundamental to victory. In this training requirement the platoon leader

and platoon sergeant are required to understand threat tactics and weapons. in addition, all platoon leaders
and platoon sergeants will lay out an attacking nKPA formation in the offense and defense. The standard text
for this training is the Dragon Force nKPA Handbook. POC for tasks, standards and scheduling for Enemy
Doctrine training is the Bn 82.

10. Flank Coord = Flank Coordination [DRAGON SPUR REQUIREMENT]
Platoon Leaders and Platoon Sergeants will conduct a ank coordination exercise in Dragon University.

This exercise is a map and checklist coordination exercise of a US platoon with a ROK platoon. Two situations
are possible for the platoon. The rst involves the Platoon Leader and Platoon Sergeant's development of a
defensive plan and the coordination of this plan with a ROK ank unit. The second possible situation
involves the link-up of a US platoon with a ROK defensive position. In either case the Platoon Leader and
Platoon Sergeant will coordinate their plan with the ROK. The ROK unit will be represented by the ROKA
SGM. POC for this exercise is the BN S3.

11. an Qual = Weapons Qualification [DRAGON SPUR REQUIREMENT]
Platoon Leaders and Platoon Sergeants will conduct individual weapons qualification of every member

assigned to their platoon. Task, condition and standards for this requirement is located in the M9 Pistol of
M16 Rie field manual. POC for this exercise is the Company Commander.

12. Tank Mg = Tank Machinegun [DRAGON SPUR REQUIREMENT]
Each tank Platoon will fire a platoon and individual tank mounted machinegun engagement exercise at

Ingman range. Platoon Leaders and Platoon Sergeants will practice platoon fire commands. Tank Crews will
practice crew fire commands. Task, conditions and standards will be determined by the Company based on the
ammunition available. POC for this exercise is the Company Commander.

13. PLT TDG = Platoon Tactical Decision Game
A Tactical Decision Game is a two sided wargame conducted on a map, sketch or plastic overlay. It

exercises decision making, troop leading procedures and tactical techniques. TDGs should be designed from



platoon missions from the Dragon Force Battle Focus and emphasize platoon drills (Reaction Drills, Move
Taccally, Overwatch, Occupy a Firing Line, Assault and Breech a mine and Wire Point Obstacle). An
operations order and overlay is provided to the Platoon Leader and Platoon Sergeant by the Company
Commander. The Company Commander, acting as the senior trainer, develops a critical events list. This
critical events list keeps the TDG war game on focus The trainer, acting as the observer/controller, watches
the planning and preparation phase of the platoon order. An enemy, represented by another Platoon Leader
and Platoon Sergeant, prepare the opposing force plan, using the nKPA’s doctrine, organization and tactics.
Once each team has issued orders to the Company Commander the war game is conducted on a game board,
map or overhead projector slide. Graphic symbols, arranged to the exact scale of the game board, map or
terrain model, can be used to help the teams visualize the correct spatial relationships of the units and their
respective areas of control. Exact planning factors for ranges and movement rates should be employed and
enforced by the Company Commander trainer. The Company Commander predicts the outcome of the battle,
analyzing the force ratios and using a simple attrition table and dice to determine the outcome of
engagements. A recorder should be designated, possibly the leadership of a third platoon, to keep track of the
action and to develop the After Action Review (AAR). for this training is the Company Commander.

14. PLT ST = Platoon Sand Table
A Sand Table Exercise involves the construction of a sand table in Dragon University of a specific area

of terrain. Contingency area plans will be given priority. The sand table exercise is much like a TDG, only
conducted on the three dimensional sand table. Micro-armor, models or paper vehicle markers will be used.
A sand table exercise practices decision making, troop leading procedures and tactical techniques. Like TDGs,
the sand table exercise should be designed from platoon missions from the Dragon Force Battle Focus and
emphasize platoon drills (Reaction Drills, Move Tactically, Overwatch, Occupy a Firing Line, Assault and
Breech a mine and Wire Point Obstacle). As in the TDG, one Platoon Leader Platoon Sergeant team should
play the friendly force and another team play the enemy force. Exact planning factors for ranges and
movement rates should be employed and enforced by the Company Commander trainer. The Company
Commander predicts the outcome of the battle, analyzing the force ratios and using a simple attrition table
and dice to determine the outcome of engagements. A recorder should be designated, possibly the leadership
of a third platoon, to keep track of the action and to develop the After Action Review (AAR). for this training
is the Company Commander.



15. PLT TEWT = Company Tactical Exercise Without Troops
The purpose of a TEWT is to have the leadership of the platoon gain an intimate acquaintance with a

battle area to gain an appreciation for tactics and terrain. It has the added benefit of training the platoon
leadership on the conduct of a TEWT. The platoon STX lane offers an excellent area to conduct platoon
TEWT training. The action starts with a Company orders exercise. The Platoon Leader then develops its
order, issues the order to the platoon and conducts a sketch map rehearsal. The Platoon Leaders, Platoon
Sergeants and Tank Commanders and crew members then walk through the TEWT, exercising an offensive
and defensive engagement. In each scenario the-platoon conducts itself as if in their tanks, executing radio
orders and fire commands. In the defense, engagement area sketches are prepared. The platoon leadership
talks through their actions and reactions to the enemy. Askthey hike over the countryside they should
visualize on the ground the maneuvers they had developed on maps. TEWTs should also focus on the Casey
Defense Plan and the LDA. As the TEWT discovers new information, the plans would be revised accordingly.
for this training is the Company Commander.

16. PLT STX = Platoon Situational Training Exercise [DRAGON SPUR REQUIREMENT]
The platoon STX will be a MILES force on force exercise run by the Battalion. Each platoon

will conduct an Assembly Area procedures, pre-combat inspections and an orders drill. The
platoon will act as the lead element of a company attack of a defile. The enemy will consist of a
maximum force of one enemy tank, one AT3/AT4 and one machinegun team. The enemy force
will have a point obstacle and available artillery fire. The platoon will attack thought he obstacle
and destroy enemy opposition. OCs will be provided by Battalion Staff Captains and conduct AARS
after each exercise. Platoons will conduct the exercise as many times as possible within the
available time. for this exercise is the Bn S3.

17. Co TDG = Company Tactical Decision Game
The company TDG is just like the Platoon TDG, only at the company level. The Company TDG

will be executed by the Task Force Commander with the Company Commander. Platoon Leaders,
platoon Sergeants and Tank Commanders will participate. for this exercise is the Bn 83.



18. Co ST = Company Sand Table'
The company Sand Table exercise is just like the Platoon Sand Table exercise, only at the

company level. The Company sand table will be executed by the Task Force Commander with the
Company Commander. Platoon Leaders, Platoon Sergeants and Tank Commanders will
participate. POC for this exercise is the Bn S3.

19. Co CEX = Company Computer Exercise
The Company Computer Exercise will be conducted in Dragon University using the TACOPs

computer game. The goal of these exercises is to practice company and platoon orders, tactical
planning and execution. Exercises will be conductedlagainst the computer OPFOR and against
human opponents playing the role of the OPFOR. 'Maximum effort is spent on execution and
decision making. AARs will be conducted after each exercise by the Company Commander. The
POC for this exercise is the TF Commander.

20. Co TEWT = Company Tactical Exercise Without Troops
The purpose of a TEWT is to have the leadership of the company gain an intimate acquaintance with

training areas and potential operational areas. The Platoon Leaders, Platoon Sergeants and Tank
Commanders (whenever possible) should ride in HMMWVs, open trucks or hike over the countryside,
becoming familiar with the terrain, and attempting to visualize on the ground the maneuvers they had
developed on maps. These TEWTs should focus on the training areas, Casey Defense Plan, the LDA and the
most like contingency plan. As the TEWT discovers new information, the plans would be revised
accordingly. The POC for this training is the Company Commander.

21. TF LCX = Task Force Logistics Coordination Exercise
This exercise practices logistics coordination and procedures. LCXs can be conducted using a

TDG, Sand Table, TEWT or STX format. A combat Service Support plan is written for a scenario
and the plan is executed by company and Task Force CSS leaders. The goal of a TF LCX is to
exercise the entire CSS system. The POC for this exercise is the BN XO.



22. TF TEWT = Task Force Tactical Exercise Without Troops
The purpose of a TF TEWT is to have the leadership of the Task Force gain an intimate acquaintance

with one of the potential operational areas for deployment and contingency plans. TF Leaders will ride in
HMMWVs, and open trucks, becoming familiar with the terrain, and attempting to visualize on the ground
the contingency plans. These TEWTs will focus on the Casey Defense Plan, the LDA and the most like

‘ contingency plan. As the TEWT discovers new information, the plans would be revised accordingly. The
POC for this training is the Task Force Cominander.


